

Jan:
{{{{{{{Nicke}}}}}}}}}}}}

Nicke_AGM:
{{{{{{{jan}}}}}}}]

Jan:
yes

EO-Lefler has changed to EO_Lefler

Chris_CMO has changed to CMORevvik
USS Delphyne 9810.12



Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><>RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

CEOMadred:
::moves on from his engineering console and goes to look down on the command deck, sees the CO there::

CO_Kemet:
:: in RR going over data ::

XO_Grant:
::on shuttle::

CMORevvik:
::in sickbay::

CTO_Nash:
::on the shuttle

CSO_Ryan:
::in pilots chair on shuttle::

OPS_Lynam:
::At OPS station::

Sci_Psi:
::on the bridge...like always...at Sci station 1::

FCO_Wall:
::at FC on Bridge::

XO_Grant:
@CSO: what is our eta to moon?

EO_Lefler:
@::on shuttle, packing tools into tool kit and Field Engineering Jacket::

CSO_Ryan:
@:CO:3 minutes

XO_Grant:
@CTO: issue the supplies

CEOMadred:
::looks down on the CO:: CO: It should be easy enough to track the AT, sir.  We can use the visual scanners on the view screen and set them for infrared .... and there maximum magnification, we should be able to watch the AT's movements.

CMORevvik:
Medpersonel: gather  around people.  ::waits for them to linger toward him::

EO_Lefler:
@::hopes moon has low gravity. I'm packing alot of hardware here::

CTO_Nash:
@::starts geting wepons, powerpacks, flars and nutrution patches out

CSO_Ryan:
::readys an emergency nav plan incase anything goes wrong::

CEOMadred:
::looks about the bridge ..... has not beent his empty in a long time::

CEOMadred:
<been this>

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Great job, now what about those communications.

XO_Grant:
@CSO: glide us in using thrusters, low energy signature

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:aye ::lowers thruster speed::

CEOMadred:
CO: Working on it ..... have a few ideas.  Let me get the viewscreen working first.  ::moves back to engineering console::

EO_Lefler:
::nutrient patch is on.  Phaser is holstered, Tricorder holstered, tools ready. All set::

CTO_Nash:
@::issues out all the supplys to rest of AT::

CMORevvik:
Medpeople: we need to be prepared for anything.  We have an awayteam on the planet. There is a chance of injury.

XO_Grant:
@:: receives supplies from CTO , attaches nutrient patch::

OPS_Lynam:
PSI: I have a theory on the fireballs.  I believe they track us using our own emissions.  Possibly even our warp signiture.  What do you think?

CEOMadred:
::begins entering commands on his console .... activating the viewscreen and setting for infrared ..... old but effective means of visual reconnaissance::

CTO_Nash:
::puts on nutrition patch::

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:we are landing please take your seats

Sci_Psi:
OPS: That is a good theory...do you have a way of testing it?

EO_Lefler:
@::sits tight::

XO_Grant:
@::straps in::

CO_Kemet:
:: fights an urge to pace the command deck, decides to watch the CEO working on the visual sensors ::

FCO_Wall:
CO: in position orbiting at the apex of the moons magnetic fields

CTO_Nash:
::holsters phasor::

CEOMadred:
::tunes it to its highest magnification:: CO: The moon is extremely cold with its thin atmosphere ..... we should be able to watch there movements pretty easily::

CSO_Ryan:
::reverses power on thrusters shuttle lands on moon surface::

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: ::Evil grin:: well yes, but I don't think the captain will go for it.

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Got it.  Hold us here unless anything happens.

CEOMadred:
<::>

CTO_Nash:
::puts on mask and sits down

XO_Grant:
@:: observes others securing their gear::

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:alright we are here'

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> ::Sends the Engineering sections research up to the bridge station ..... thinks he is on to something::

XO_Grant:
@:: notices all have masks on::

Sci_Psi:
OPS:  If we could launch a remote shuttle we may be able to test it w/o risk to anyone.

CSO_Ryan:
@::gets up puts on breather and holsters phaser::

CO_Kemet:
:: hears OPS and walks over ::

CO_Kemet:
OPS/SCI:  gentlemen?  something to share?

Sci_Psi:
OPS: Perhaps it is the hydrogen collectors that are giving us away?

CEOMadred:
::finishes working on the view screen and turns to look at his handy work::

XO_Grant:
@CSO: as soon as Nash and I are about 2O meters beyond shuttle set off your lamp and join us at a position in visual about 15 meters east

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Might work, I believe we should set the shuttle's equpment to emulate us as closely as possible.

Sci_Psi:
CO:  Just brainstorming sir.

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:on your command ::stands by at air lock release::

CMORevvik:
MedPeople: now, lets move.

XO_Grant:
@CTO: lets go!

EO_Lefler:
@::Waiting for shuttle to open up::

CTO_Nash:
@::goes with XO Grant::

XO_Grant:
@:: moves swiftly through door::

CEOMadred:
::sees the ionized trail from the shuttle and the forms of the four on the surface:: CO: We are in business ::points to the view screen::

OPS_Lynam:
CO:  SCI is right sir, we are just kicking a few ideas around right now.

CSO_Ryan:
@::brings up the rear::

XO_Grant:
@:: sees big rock 23 meters south of shuttle::

Sci_Psi:
CO: Capt.  We believe a remote shuttle could give us more information on how the defense systems are tracking us.

CO_Kemet:
SCI/OPS:  I want you two working on communications.  We've made it this far, I'm more worried about communicating with the AT. Why aren't the other signals setting off the defenses?

XO_Grant:
@::gestures to Nash to follow::

CEOMadred:
::moves to where he can overlook the command deck .... not much happenning engineering wise, time to work on comms::

CMORevvik:
::watches as the group filters to their stations and moves things off shelves and checks tricorders::

CO_Kemet:
:: looks up to viewscreen ::

EO_Lefler:
@::scans for signs of technology::

CEOMadred:
::overhears the CO::

CTO_Nash:
@::follows Grant:;

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:there is what appears to be some sort of hatch about 500ft north east of here

CMORevvik:
::walks to a tray ofk hyposprays::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Well that's kind of what we're doing sir.  We're trying to figure out exactly what it IS that sets it off.

XO_Grant:
@:: arrives at rock::

CEOMadred:
CO: I think I may have a possible solution to that problem ...... something I have been thinking about for awhile, Captain.  ::hopes he is not going to far, again::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: planetary scans find high magnetic readings coming from within the ground......possible underground set up

CEOMadred:
::looks up at view screen and is pleased with his work .... for a change::

CO_Kemet:
CEO: :: walks over to him so he doesn't disturb the others :: Yes?


EO_Lefler:
@::notices readings from underground source::

CTO_Nash:
@::gets to rock just after Grant::

CSO_Ryan:
@::arrives by XO::

CMORevvik:
::picks each up and checks their status::

XO_Grant:
@:: sees magnetic field levels high on tricorder::

FCO_Wall:
CEO: can you patch something to my panel so I can get a reading of the away team also

CEOMadred:
CO ::whispers:: Well, sir, remember when we attacked that Storm asteroid and it shorted out our shields ....... I have been studying that, and it made me think .......

EO_Lefler:
@XO: Sir, i am reading something bellow the surface

XO_Grant:
@CSO: you and Lefler move north to a position just outside of hatch , we will cover you

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:it appears to be habitable

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:aye

Sci_Psi:
OPS:  Could we not send out a week em signal...mimicking the radiation recieved from the sun.  In essense going below the background radiation's noise?

CSO_Ryan:
@::Motions for lefler to follow::

EO_Lefler:
@XO: Aye ::follows Ryan::

CEOMadred:
CO: Well, it looks like they used a form of repulsor beam to shoot our phasers right back at us ..... that is why they shorted out, an overload ...... ::scratches at the scar on his back briefly::

CSO_Ryan:
@::continues scanning::

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Hmmm, that's pretty good.  What kind of range would we have though?

CO_Kemet:
:: tools over what the CEO is saying:: CEO:  Continue.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT moves in toward the 'hatch" and enters.......

XO_Grant:
@:: observes CSO and EO rapidly approaching hatch::

CEOMadred:
CO: I think, if we were to tie our four tractor beam generators, directly into the shield system, we turn our deflector shields into repulsive shields ...... ::begins to grin a little:: CO: It would be alot liek turning our shields into a hard shell

CSO_Ryan:
@::pulls out phaser and scans the interior::

EO_Lefler:
@::steadily approaches hatch and scans interior::

Sci_Psi:
OPS:  It would reach the away team. But the information contained in the message cannot be too much.  A few words at a time.

XO_Grant:
@:: gestures to nash to follow to the hatch::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the interior shows high level magnetics and technology

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: And, wouldn't the signal be lost in the background radiation.

FCO_Wall:
::maintains position::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Okay, work on it. i'm more worried about com's right now though. :: heads back over to SCI/OPS.::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir it opened automatically that could mean someone is excpecting us

XO_Grant:
@:: moves rapidly to just outside of hatch::

CTO_Nash:
@::Follows Xo Grant to the hatch::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT moves down the hatch..it seems to be a long passageway that goes down........

CEOMadred:
CO: Early scans show that the weapons system that damaged us was tracking our emissions ...... if we provoked it into attacking, while our repulsor system was activated, we should be able to short out its power supply ........

CMORevvik:
::pushes tray to one side of SickBay::

EO_Lefler:
@::pulls out pahser and continues scanning for a command center::

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Well, heck I guess we should just give her a go eh?

XO_Grant:
@CTO: Enter hatch , then move beyond CSO

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  I don't want to gamble like that unless we have to.  Get the plan together and set it up.  But we're not going to provoke anything with part of the crew away.

Sci_Psi:
OPS:  Not if we oscillate frequencies quickly enough.

CEOMadred:
CO: Aye sir ....... but if we did this ..... that means it would open up Communications ...... the entire weapons grid of the enemy system would be fried.

CTO_Nash:
@XO:aye sir

EO_Lefler:
@CSO: Any ideas about where this leads?

FCO_Wall:
::monitors panel::

CEOMadred:
CO: Understood ...... I will get right on it ..........

XO_Grant:
@:: moves into hatch beyond Other team::

CEOMadred:
::tunrs and heads to his station::

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:it appears to lead near the center

CO_Kemet:
:: leans over SCI/OPS::  SCI/OPS:  Okay guys, what do you have at this moment?

CTO_Nash:
@::goes down past other teem with XO::

CEOMadred:
::begins to input the tractor systems into the deflector array::

EO_Lefler:
@ ALL: I am reading power conduits behind walls. Power seem to originate from deeper down the passage

XO_Grant:
@CSO: do you read anything that seems to notice our ship?

OPS_Lynam:
::Nods at Psion::

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer> ::monitoring the shield systems, he notices a momentary spike and waves Jackson over::

CO_Kemet:
:: waiting impatiently::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the away team enters a Large cavern.

Sci_Psi:
OPS: We believe if we send a signal mimicking the sun's em signature and modulate it quickly enough: we should be able to communicate with the AT

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:there appears to be a central power sorce thats where we should head first

CEOMadred:
::finishes tying the tractor beam into the shields and begins to work on inverting the tractor power source::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:at the end of this cavern

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the cavern is lined with what appear to be "computers'

XO_Grant:
@ALL: Lets move down passage

EO_Lefler:
@::Engages wrist light::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: no life signs are detected

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  can they do a configuration with their comm badges on the surface to communicate back?  one that won't take forever to configure?

CMORevvik:
::watches as the last items are removed from overhead storage areas::

XO_Grant:
@:: moves down passage with Nash in tow::

CSO_Ryan:
@::continues to move down the passege::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson> Traidrer: What ....... ::moves to look at the shield monitor::  Triadrer: What the heck .... this is coming from the bridge, does the CEO know he is invertng the shields?

FCO_Wall:
::taps buttons, checks over tactical evasive manuevers, everythings checks out::

EO_Lefler:
@::scans panells on walls::

XO_Grant:
A:: enters cavern , scanning passively with tricorder::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: We don't really have a way to test it other than to try to contact the AT.  And, we might attract fire so we had better be prepared tomove.

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer>::shurgs::  Jackson: Weirdest configuration I ever saw .........

Sci_Psi:
CO:  We should be able to detect a similar signal if they use their tricorders.

XO_Grant:
@:: gestures for CSO and EO to join him in cavern::

CEOMadred:
<shrugs>

CSO_Ryan:
@::enters cavern::

EO_Lefler:
@::approaches XO::

CEOMadred:
::finishes inverting the tractor matrix and warms the beam generators ..... wondering if it would work::

CTO_Nash:
@::walks behind Xo and enters cavorn::

CO_Kemet:
OPS/SCI:  Okay, it's worth a try.  Lowest power settings and background radiation shouldn't elicit a response.  Give it a try.

Sci_Psi:
CO: Aye sir.

XO_Grant:
@ALL: Look for anything that seems to notice our ship or might control defense system

Sci_Psi:
OPS: Ready?

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:we are almost at the power source its about 1 click further

CEOMadred:
<Traidrer>Jackson: Should we stop him ....... ?   ::stares dumbfounded at the monitor::

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Aye sir.

FCO_Wall:
::prepares for a attack just in case::

EO_Lefler:
@::Begins translating computer screnes with Tricorder::

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Ready as I'll ever be.  Send the AT a message to reply with a flare if we get through.

CO_Kemet:
OPS:  By the way, in your first communication, make sure that you explain to the AT before they respond, what way tehy should respond.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the technology is ancient but still working......for some reason

CMORevvik:
::I think we are ready::

EO_Lefler:
@::glad he remembered to download LLLath language codes into his tricorder before leaving::

CSO_Ryan:
@::Continues to move further down the passage ahead of the AT::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson>Traidrer:  I don't know ....... ::looks around for Yang::  Triadrer: If he powers up with this configuration, a whole lot of nothing is gonna ........ bounce off us.  Of course ...... a repulsor shield.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: it is of LLLath origins

OPS_Lynam:
CO: Yes sir, by the way, we believe only short messages will get through.

XO_Grant:
@:: notices panels seem to monitoring and adjusting something::

CEOMadred:
::finishes his task and begins the process of nutating the shields .... does not take long on automatic::

OPS_Lynam:
::Adjusts comm gear and sends message::

XO_Grant:
@ALL: these symbols are definitely LLLath

CO_Kemet:
:: sees that the AT is not on screen, they must be underground.  see's the fCO Paying close attention to the screen ::

EO_Lefler:
@XO: Definelty LLLath in origin sir. Working on desifering panels now sir

OPS_Lynam:
*XO: If you hear, send up flare.

CSO_Ryan:
@::almost near power source::

Sci_Psi:
::begins decoding a message for the AT reading: "AT...Delph...use tricorders...low power...same frequencies::

Sci_Psi:
OPS: Are you ready to send the message?

CEOMadred:
::finishes the process ...... at the push of a button they now have a system to repel the power of any scan sent there way::  CO: The modifications are set ........ I think this could work.  It worked once, against us, after all ....... standing by.  ::puts hands on railing, waiting for the go/no go::

FCO_Wall:
::looks down at panel briefly, then looks back up at screen::

CO_Kemet:
:: sits back down, not wanting to pace ::

XO_Grant:
@:: notices something not LLLath on tricorder but unable to decipher it::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir you better come and see this!

CMORevvik:
::looks around:: MedPeople: you ready ::waits for everyone to ackowledge:: good

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Message sent. Sorry.

XO_Grant:
@CSO: what have you found?

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:it appears to be an organic core

Sci_Psi:
CO: Message sent sir.

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  okay, be prepared, but hold for now.

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:generating high amounts of power

CTO_Nash:
@::walks over to see what the sco has found::

CMORevvik:
*CO* Sir,The Medical Department is ready for any emergency,

XO_Grant:
@CSO: on my way, @CTO: lets go

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: If they get what I sent, then we'll send your so they can talk back.

XO_Grant:
@:: moves to where CSO is

EO_Lefler:
@ XO: I belive I can power the system down sir. Could take some time. And I'll need to find the core

CO_Kemet:
:: notes CMO"s status on his PADD ::

CEOMadred:
CO: Understood ..... repulsive shielding standing by.

CTO_Nash:
@::follows Grant::

XO_Grant:
@:: still wonders about strange non-LLLath signal on tricorder::

XO_Grant:
@:: arrives at CSO 's location::

XO_Grant:
@CSO: report

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir the power is being redirected to various systems

XO_Grant:
@CSO: sounds interesting

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:i beleive it is powering up for something big

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: it seems the system is powering up.......

EO_Lefler:
@XO: We believe it can be stopped. But we will have to find the core

XO_Grant:
@CSO: did you receive anything that might be a signal from ship::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: although something is missing.......it does not fully power up.....

CEOMadred:
::notes a bleep from his console and turns to see a power spike forming::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT receives the message from the Delphyne but has yet to reply

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:no with all this power its disrupting any signals

FCO_Wall:
::wonders whats going on down there::

CSO_Ryan:
@::Walks over to a control consol::

XO_Grant:
@:: tries once again to decipher signal ::

FCO_Wall:
::continues to monitor closely::

XO_Grant:
@:: it deciphers to a test signal from ship!::

Sci_Psi:
CO:  Our sensors register a power spike on the moon.  It is small...but that could be due to our passive sensors.

CSO_Ryan:
@XO: sir im gonna attempt to link in my tricorder with this control pannel see if i can find out more

CEOMadred:
::wishes we would just try it out ...... better than sitting and waiting, wants the AT back as much as anyone::

XO_Grant:
@ALL: Delphyne is trying tosend us signals that show up on tricorders::

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Got it.

CO_Kemet:
FCO:  Be prepared to take us low if necessary.

CSO_Ryan:
@::begins linking in tricorder::

XO_Grant:
@CSO: good work

FCO_Wall:
CO: aye sir

XO_Grant:
@EO: do the same as CSO with your tricorder

CEOMadred:
CO: If that weapon powers ...... this may be our only chance to try the repulsive shielding, sir.

EO_Lefler:
@ XO: Aye sir. Plugs tricorder into wall panel.

XO_Grant:
@CTO: briefly go outside and set off blue flare as acknowledgement signal then return to us in cavern

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  If that weapon powers, we'll try everything including singing old Klingon songs :: he smiles at the CEO ::

EO_Lefler:
@ CSO: Can you find the power core?

CEOMadred:
::almost grins at the CO, then remembers the EO is on the surface::

OPS_Lynam:
::Thinks, All I know is Happy Birthday::

CTO_Nash:
@XO:aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:yes its behind this magnetically sealed door

CTO_Nash:
@::goes out and sends up blue flare like orderd to::

FCO_Wall:
CEO: i dont know any klingon songs

XO_Grant:
@CSO, EO: look for something that can be controlled from two panels but will have at least 4 possible states

CEOMadred:
::stands from leaning on the railing and crosses his arms ..... waiting::  FCO: Mind your panel, Lieutenant.

CO_Kemet:
:: wonders if the comic relief lowered the tension level any ::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:im having some trouble with this strange dialect its to complex for the tricorder

Sci_Psi:
CO:  Registering a blue luminescent source on the moon...it could be a flare.

CTO_Nash:
@::goes back To AT postion::

XO_Grant:
@EO: we might have to use some of your tools to reach controlls at akward position relative to panells

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Good :: actually feeling like we have a break ::

EO_Lefler:
@ CSO/ XO : I am implimenting the language code program I brought...

CO_Kemet:
:: sends message to CMO to report to the bridge ::

CMORevvik:
<comp> beep

EO_Lefler:
@ CSO/XO: that should help us decifer the controls

FCO_Wall:
::continues to monitor::

XO_Grant:
@EO: good idea

CSO_Ryan:
@EO:good

CMORevvik:
::walks to check out what the comp is doing. It is a message from the CO asking him to report to the Bridge::

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Well if it just showed up I'd say it's a flare.  Lets send the instructions for their configurations.

CTO_Nash:
@XO:i sent up the Blue flare like you told me to::

CMORevvik:
::turns off pannel and walks out the door::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir i have know idea what is behind this door the core is producing to much radiation

CEOMadred:
<Jackson>Traidrer: We better check tractor control ..... make sure this thing will work. ::somewhat impressed, an officer thought of something he forgot::

XO_Grant:
@:: observes lights upon the ceiling of the cavern flicker in response to CSO and EO::

CMORevvik:
::enters TL:: TL: Bridge

Sci_Psi:
OPS: Sending configurations. ::sends configurations::

FCO_Wall:
::looks at panel, taps minor adjustments::

CEOMadred:
<Jackson>Yang: You have main Engineering  ::turns to leave ME:: Traidrer: You are with me ...... ::heads down the corridor::

EO_Lefler:
@ ALL: Well we did something

CMORevvik:
::hears the hum of the TL as is shoots upward toward the bridge::


Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the AT moves toward the panels and tries to disengage the automatic responses

XO_Grant:
@:: recognizes the lights forming the symbols of two-person slingshot on ceiling::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir something is going on

Sci_Psi:
CO:  I would like to report two messages sent to the AT.  It would seem they are recieving us.

CMORevvik:
::the turbolifts stops opening its doors to reveal the bridge::

CTO_Nash:
@XO:sir shouldnt we have radieation suits on if we are going to be near a radioactive core

CMORevvik:
::exits turbolift and looks toward the CO::

XO_Grant:
@CSO: I noticed a symol form on ceiling that recognize as slingshot that might be weapons sys

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Very good.

CMORevvik:
::approches the CO:: CO: sir, you called?

CEOMadred:
::watches the bridge actions with a bit of a glare::

XO_Grant:
@CTO: our jackets will provide us some protection for about an hour

EO_Lefler:
@ ::Takes back pack off and removes tools and gets to work on removing wall panel::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:hmm.. i will imput the symbol into the computer and see what it brings up

CO_Kemet:
CMO:  Yes i want you here just in case you have to give med instruction to the AT.

CTO_Nash:
@XO:yes sir

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the panel lights up

CSO_Ryan:
@::begins putting in symbol::

XO_Grant:
@CTO: get extension sonic tool from EO

FCO_Wall:
::looks at screen, back down to panel::

CSO_Ryan:
@::hmm that did something

EO_Lefler:
@ ::Hands EStool to CSO::

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir this is apparently the wepons control consol

XO_Grant:
@CTO: go to CSO

CSO_Ryan:
@::takes tool::

Sci_Psi:
OPS: If the AT should respond via our signalling method...do you think you can calculate their coordinates?  In case we need to transport them?

CTO_Nash:
@XO:yes sir ::gets extention sonic tool from EO and brings it to XO::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the machines begin to make noises and "power up"

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir im not sure but it could be ready to fire

XO_Grant:
@CSO,CTo: this is going to be undignified but climb up ontop of cso and touch that panel above him as he tries that panel again

EO_Lefler:
@ ALL: Ok. Not good. We have to cut power to launching mechanism

CTO_Nash:
@XO:aye sir :: Walks over to

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the ship picks up another power level reading

CMORevvik:
::takes the seat on the left of the Captains chair and leans back::

CTO_Nash:
CSO::

CSO_Ryan:
@::hmm::

XO_Grant:
@CSO,CTO: you must touch panels at the same time

XO_Grant:
@EO: moniter the power levels

CO_Kemet:
:: hears a beep from a panel :: ALL:  What was that?

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:well what the hell might as well give it a try

EO_Lefler:
@ XO: on it. Power levels rising. Approaching critical

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Shouldn't be a problem, unless the interference from the moon gets in the way.

CEOMadred:
::turns and glances at panle .....:: CO: Power spike, sir.

CSO_Ryan:
@CTO:hopp on

CEOMadred:
<panel>

CTO_Nash:
@XO:aye sir ::gets ontop of cso::

CO_Kemet:
:: hopes the AT knows what they are doing ::

CSO_Ryan:
@CTO:ready

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: And of course as soon as we transport the planet will probably fire on us.

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: as the CSO and CTO postion themselves per the XO s  the panels light up all over

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  How high?  Dangerous levels or just another one ?

CTO_Nash:
Cso:yes

XO_Grant:
@CTO,CSO: engage!

Sci_Psi:
CO: Attempting to find out sir.

CMORevvik:
::looks around the room

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the panels seem to "power down"

FCO_Wall:
::quickly looks at his panel::

CEOMadred:
::moves back to panel:: CO: Unknown ..... it could be the weapons system powering ..... to much interfrence to know.

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:well that shut it off

EO_Lefler:
@ wew

Sci_Psi:
OPS: I suspect by the time we get into that position...we will be at warp 9 out of here.

XO_Grant:
@CTO: you can get down now

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the system seems to power down and "sleep" again

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: And we can't transport with our shields up so we'll take a fireball up our nose.

CEOMadred:
CO; Levels dropping now, Captain.

CTO_Nash:
@::gets off the CSO::

CSO_Ryan:
@EO:lets try and figure a way through that door

CMORevvik:
::listening to the conversations, trying to put together whatis happening::

CO_Kemet:
:: breathing again, not realizing that he was holding his breath ::

XO_Grant:
@EO: what is status of power levels?

CEOMadred:
::unclenches a fist and notes the white marks on his palm ..... when did that happen::

EO_Lefler:
@ XO: I ahve been working on removing the panel beneath the door. I am reading a manual relase

Sci_Psi:
OPS: I'm betting you can transport them before we get hit.

CSO_Ryan:
@::begins scanning door::

XO_Grant:
@CTO: go to EO, return tool and watch him incase of booby trap

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Now how am I supposed to bet against myself? ::Chuckles::

EO_Lefler:
@:: Takes harmonic resonator from pack and realeases panel

EO_Lefler:
@ ALL: Weel here goes nothing ::Pulls Lever::

CTO_Nash:
@XO:aye sir ::walks over to EO::

Sci_Psi:
::sends another message to AT...this time to urge a response::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the lever works.........

XO_Grant:
@EO: if It doesn't open easily that is ok we can leave it for archeology team

EO_Lefler:
@ XO: it worked sir. Door is unlocked. CTO: help me open this up

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the door unlocks

XO_Grant:
@CSO: see if we get another message from ship

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir the door is open

FCO_Wall:
::thinks what going on with the AT whats taking so long::

CO_Kemet:
:: wants to throw something at the moon to see if the shields are still up.  Laughs about it to himself.  We've been reduced to primitive activity ::

CTO_Nash:
@::helps EO open the door::

CSO_Ryan:
@::wanders through door::

XO_Grant:
@EO,CSO: anything there we need or can we just scan and go?

CEOMadred:
::looks over the railing, his arms crossed.  Notes the look on the CO's face and understands::

EO_Lefler:
@CTO: Thanks. Now into the darkness of the unknown we go

XO_Grant:
@EO,CSO: what do you scanners show?

CSO_Ryan:
@XO:sir the i see the core should we shut it down?

EO_Lefler:
@ ::scans Power core:: XP: Nothing specially interesting. Power core has gone back to sleep mode but is still operational

CEOMadred:
::begins thinking about what is going to happen next ..... hoping for some sign the AT is allright::

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION:  It seems that the AT was successful in shutting off whatever was causing the signals and technology to power up

XO_Grant:
@CSO: no, we have already protected the ship

CMORevvik:
::rubs chin::

OPS_Lynam:
SCI: Maybe we should launch a torpedo at them. Just to get their attention.

XO_Grant:
@CSO: leave it to follow up team of archeologists, lets get back to shuttle

Sci_Psi:
CO: Registering a massive powering down of the system.

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:then i guess we should leave it to the archeologists

EO_Lefler:
@ ::Packs up tools and puts pack back on::

CSO_Ryan:
@::turns and heads for shuttle::

Sci_Psi:
OPS: You target...I'll fire.

XO_Grant:
@::signals to return to surface::

CO_Kemet:
SCI:  Very good.  It sounds like the AT has succeeded.

CEOMadred:
::overhears the SO and turns to face his monitor, yet again ...... ::CO: Confirmed, I have it hear to .......

EO_Lefler:
@::Heads back to surface::

CTO_Nash:
@::follows XO Grant::

OPS_Lynam:
::Grin::

XO_Grant:
@CTO: once clear of the hatch , set off the green flares!

Sci_Psi:
CO: Shall I turn sensor fully online sir?

CTO_Nash:
@XO:aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
@::exits cavern::

XO_Grant:
@:: leads team at double time out of the cavern and up the passage way::

CO_Kemet:
:: sees green flare onscreen and almost cheers, but just smiles :: SCI:  Ys full sensors

FCO_Wall:
Self: alright!!

OPS_Lynam:
::Scoots back to OPS::

CTO_Nash:
@goes to hatch and gets out and fires green flare::

CEOMadred:
CO: Sir, reinitiating communications protocols, with your permission ..........

XO_Grant:
@:: clears passage way and runs out into the open::

Sci_Psi:
CO: Sensors online sir.  ::brings sensors online::

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Make it so.

CSO_Ryan:
@::enters shuttle and begins powering it up::

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors for signals, fireballs etc.::

XO_Grant:
@:: enters shuttle, waves others in ::

CTO_Nash:
@::enters shuttle

CEOMadred:
::nods to the CO amd begins the reinitialization procedure:: CO: You have comms again .......

EO_Lefler:
@::Checks Shuttle engine power level::

CMORevvik:
::watches the view screen::

CEOMadred:
<and>

XO_Grant:
@:: turns off lamp , brings it inside as EO enters shuttle::

CEOMadred:
CO: Communications established ...... both inside the ship and out ...... all systems five by five.

Sci_Psi:
CO: Registering all away team-members' comm badges.

XO_Grant:
@COM: Delphyne: This is AT we are done here and are returning to ship

CO_Kemet:
COM:Shuttle:  XO: Glad to see you on sensors :: emphasizing that word :: You'll have to fill me in on what happened.

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:all aboard

EO_Lefler:
@::Straps in next to Shuttle engineering station::

XO_Grant:
@:: staps in , glad he can remove mask::

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:return all trey tables to there upright positions we shall be leaving momentarrly

FCO_Wall:
::glad to see them on my nav sensors as well::

XO_Grant:
@CSO: you may lift off

CEOMadred:
::turns back to engineering console and begins powering down the repulsive shielding ...... inverts the tractor beam to normal confidurations::

CSO_Ryan:
@::fires thrusters::

CTO_Nash:
@sits down in char on the shuttle::

CMORevvik:
::looks behind him up at Jafo::

EO_Lefler:
@Ryan: Can I have a snack or maybe some orange juice

CO_Kemet:
CEO:  Stand us down to status green.

CTO_Nash:
@::straps in just befor the thrusters fire::

CEOMadred:
<configuration>

XO_Grant:
@:: looks as moon falls away and shuttle aproaches the ship::

CSO_Ryan:
@ALL:talk to your flight attendent

XO_Grant:
@COM: DElphyne: request landing in shuttlebay standard tractorbeam assist

CTO_Nash:
@::takes off mask and breaths deapley

CEOMadred:
::hears the CO and moves to the Tactical console:: CO: Aye sir, standing down ::runs his fingers over console::

FCO_Wall:
::returns flight control to green operation::

CSO_Ryan:
@::flys shuttle towards delephyne::

CTO_Nash:
@::thinks thats beter i hate thows masks::

XO_Grant:
@:: sees shuttlebay doors open::

CEOMadred:
CO: Lowering shields, powering down weapons .... tactical is return to head home, sir.  ::almost grins ....... decides to go for it ...... grins a bit::

CTO_Nash:
@::Sees shuttle bay doors opening::

CSO_Ryan:
@Delphyne:Delphyne this is the Kremlin requesting premition to land in bay 3?

EO_Lefler:
XO: I managed to download a few files from the Cavern computer. I hope they will show what the moons prupose was. Maybe explain the nature of that weapon

CO_Kemet:
COM:Krimlin: Permission granted, welcome back gentlemen.

XO_Grant:
@EO: good work upload that  to library for others to study as well

CSO_Ryan:
@::lands shuttle::

EO_Lefler:
@ XO: Aye sir

CSO_Ryan:
ALL:well what a mission

CSO_Ryan:
::exits shuttle::

CEOMadred:
::turns to engineering controls and begins to readjust view screen for normal operations .... wonders if he should leave it for Lefler to take care of::

XO_Grant:
@:: feels the shuttle land::

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><>END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><><
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